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About This Game

All they wanted was a cure, but what they got was terror! Return once again as a detective for the Agency of Anomalies. This
time you're called to a health spa in the Alps, where an evil professor has something terrible in mind for his unwitting patients.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Play the bonus game to uncover more secrets
Earn Achievements

Collect canes throughout the game
Soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers and art

Integrated Strategy Guide

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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the agency of anomalies mind invasion collector's edition walkthrough

A genuin creepy experience.
Reminds me of old DOS text adventures but with a "dark" twist. The game play is there the sound is amazing and the scares are
not to "jump-scar"-y.

You can upgrade your equipment and fight demons via QTE
You can go fishing and hunting and catch a rare one.

Definitely recommended for every classic horror adventure fan!. Please beware: This game REQUIRES a controller to be
played.
It's not a suggestion, it's a requirement. That's why I'm asking for a refund.
Going to recommend this game, music is beautiful, visuals and concept are very interesting.
IF you have a controller.. It`s good enough :D. Bullet hell shooter, that can be fun in small doses.
Needs more work in the sound department, it's missing quite a few sound efects.. passed first time
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Human transmutation is strictly forbidden.
For what could equal the value of a human soul?. really funny short game (20-30min and u finish it) , will try the other version !.
I loved this game as a kid and had beat it several times and I remember it being a fairly buggy game but on steam it is virtually
unplayable (almost entirely due to one jumping bug) for several early levels. I really like this game but would also like to be able
to actualy progress in the story.. Honestly, I think is a good game. Considering has been developed by one person, it has very
good potential. After the last patch is more playable. The Dev has done a great job balancing everything. Race strategy and next
year development of the car seem to be well balanced. I like the cartoon style, and with the DLC mod it's easy to change drivers
and team names. Would be great to have a strong mod community.

PRO
+ Easy, indie good looking design
+ Good database of drivers and teams
+ Race is fun (I love comms)
+ Easy season progression

CON
+ lack a bit of deep
+ you can only make 10 years career, would be nice to have sandbox and no limit career with new young drivers
+ No qualifying (maybe an option to have it?). OMG. What looks like a low priced and fun little word puzzle game is nothing
but utter frustration.

Why?

Ugh, this is an absolute "perfect example" of why you should NEVER make a game, especially of this nature in a language
which you are not well versed in. Good grief!

The game asks you to make smaller words using the letters in any order from a bigger word that it gives you, however it doesn't
recognize tons of even the most obvious English words like "is" "if" and "or". In my short time with this game here is a list of
words that the game didn't recognize as valid English words (I was playing the game using the ENGLISH language option)

NOT VALID ENGLISH WORDS (According to this game):
---------------------------------------------------------
mad
Is
his
as
beg
if
got

..Notice how the word "got" is NOT a valid word according to this game, but the word "get" IS recongized as a word and this
game will give you its definition of any word should you simply click on it. According to this game, the word "get" has this
meaning: "a return on a shot that seemed impossible to reach and would normally have resulted in a point for the opponent".

So words like "is" and "if" aren't valid English words, but words like "pe" is fine and has the meaning "the 17th letter of the
Herbew alphabet".

Stay FAR away from this nonsense of a game, at least if you speak English. NOT recommended. I know this game doesn't know
that the word "not" is actually an English word, but trust me... it is.

---------------

One last interesting note about this game:

This game recognizes the word "S H I T" as a word and it has this meaning: "something of little value"
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...I'm so glad that this game understands what it is worth. Little value. And nowhere near the low price tag asked for here on
Steam.
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